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ABSTRACT – We study, within a non‐parametric framework,
the problem of sequential selection with the goal of activating
the “best” bandit as frequently as possible, where “best” is
defined by some “score” function. We give conditions under
which asymptotically optimal policies exist. Explicit solutions
are provided for primary examples of interest. These
examples include: i) the model in which each population is
defined by a Pareto distribution of unknown index and
support (hence potentially infinite mean), ii) the model in
which each population is defined by a Uniform distribution
over some interval, with unknown support, and iii) two models
of Normal bandits under specific score functionals of interest:
a) minimizing activations of bandits with high variance, for the
model of bandits with equal means and unknown variances, b)
maximizing activations from bandits with large “tail
probability”.
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